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The mental accounts theory was put forward by Thaler in the year 1985. According 
to this theory, we all keep a potential account system in mind which is different from 
traditional economic and accounting accounts in operation. And it is this operate mode 
that makes customers irrational in the real purchase. Hereafter, researches on the 
application of mental accounts are paid more and more attention by foreign scholars 
and wildly applied to fields of behavioral economics and consumption decision-making 
behaviors. A large number of investigations show that mental accounts of different 
groups have their unique features. For example, tourist as a special consumer group 
differs in mental accounts features, which directly leads to discrepancy that exists in 
irrational consumption behaviors. With the transformation of management and 
administration in domestic tourist attractions, consumer surplus captured by high-
quality service, but not the ticket sales becomes the main tool to maintain profits. At 
the basis of above viewpoints, this thesis studies irrational consumption behaviors of 
tourists with varied mental account features when they tour in large-scale scenic area. 
This thesis, based on previous related researches, proposes a basic assumption and 
model of relation between tourists’ mental accounts features and irrational consumption 
behaviors, and establishes a multi-group structure model where groups are divided by 
the moderator variable, service quality in scenic area. Three variables, tourists’ mental 
accounts features, irrational consumption behaviors and service quality in scenic area, 
are measured by data collected by questionnaires. Then reliability and validity of each 
variable is tested by Cronbach α coefficient and factor, which manifests that the 
measure indexes adopted in this thesis well reflect according variables. In model 
validation, amos structural equation software is used to do the path analysis on the 
relation model between tourists’ mental accounts features and irrational consumption 
behaviors. The result is as follows. There are little irrational consumption behaviors if 















the mental accounts flexibility, the more irrational consumption behaviors. In addition, 
regulating effect of service quality in scenic area is tested by multi-group analysis, 
which indicates that tangibility of service felt by tourists has no regulating effect on the 
relation between tourists’ mental accounts features and irrational consumption 
behaviors, while reliability, guarantee, reactivity and empathy do. At last, several 
proposals are put forward for scenic spot management and tourists’ consumption in line 
with results of this research. 
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